Dance instructors take the stage

Batter up

Mathews-Masters/Dance to perform a one-night-only
show Saturday in University Theatre.
Page 5

Spartan baseball begins season against
USF in weekend series.
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WWII victims offer support Students find solace

John Bessa

Daily staff writer

A group of Japanese-Americans, many
of them interned during World War II,
offered support Thursday for Arab-Americans who may face bigotry because of the
war in the Persian Gulf.
In a joint press conference given by
Japanese -American and Arab-American
organizations, both groups condemned
what they described as a repeat of the
events leading to Japanese -American
internment during the second World War.
"We don’t want what happened to
Japanese -Americans to happen again,"
Susan Hayase of the Nihonmachi Outreach Committee said.
The conference, held at the Issei Memo-

Valley Congress, the FBI is investigating
Arab-Americans because of unfounded
hysteria, since "no Arab-American has
ever been convicted of a terrorist act in
this country," he said.
The University Police Department has

received only one report of a hate crime
since the war in the Gulf began. It was a
threatening telephone call to an SJSU
employee, directed towards an Arab American, according to UPD spokesman
Richard Staley.

Persian Gulf War
rings close to home

Jeanette Glicksman

Brian Augusta, a senior history major,
participates in a candlelight vigil

Environmental concerns
lead students to mass transit
Daly stall wriest

More students than ever will be
leaving their cars at home and taking public transportation to school
this semester, ptedicts Bruce
Kasanovic, spokesman for Santa
Clara County Transportation Agency.
The agency reported a nine percent increase in the number of riders using mass transit in 1990 compared to the previous year.
Kasanovic credits improved environmental awareness for the

semester." said Marilyn Todd,
SJSU commute coordinator.
lbdd said she hopes the shuttle
service will help reduce congestion
in the neighborhoods around campus.
"Our main emphasis, however,
is on getting people out of their
cars and onto mass transit," she
added.
Carpooling is slowly gaining
popularity among SJSU students
especially those who commute
long distances to get to school.
Monterey Ridcsharing coordinator

’Our main emphasis...is on getting people out of
their cars and onto mass transit.’
Marilyn Todd
SJSU commute coordinator
increase.
"Public education programs and
Earth Day helped start the trcnd.
The crisis in the Middle East has
kept the momentum going," he
said.
Also on the rise is the number of
students avoiding the beginning of
the semester parking crunch by
using the Park and Ride lot at Seventh and Humboldt Streets. These
students arc riding into campus on
the shuttle bus.
Two shuttle buses run every 15
minutes from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays, a service which is free
to SJSU parking permit holders.
"Since the shuttle service was
doubled this fall ridership has
increased 33 percent with 14,299
people using the service last

_/17/1
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Special to the Daily

Mohammad Farook,
Islamic Center director

By Claudia Bramkamp

SJSU REACTION

By Adam Steinhauer

’Every time there is a crisis
in the Middle East, we get
these threats.’

rial building near Japantown, was in
response to continuing hostilities being
directed towards Arab-Americans. On Jan.
17, the Islamic Center on North Third
Street received a bomb threat from an
unidentified caller. The San Jose Police
Department checked the building but
found nothing, according to the center’s
director Mohammad Farook.
This is not the first time the center has
received threats, according to Farook.
"Every time there is a crisis in the Middle East, we get these threats." he said.
Since the war in the gulf began, the Islamic Center has removed the sign identifying it
"to be on the safe side," Farook said.
The meeting between Japanese-American and Arab-American groups was "the
first step in building good working relationships" between them, said Richard
Konda of the Asian Law Alliance,
although no other meetings have been
planned yet. Other groups at the conference included the Asian Americans for
Community Involvement. Japanese American Citizen’s League, and the Silicon Valley Congress of Arab Americans.
The groups are also addressing the
FBI’s investigations of Arab-Americans
for no other reasons than their race.
According to Victor Ajlouny of the Silicon

with peace protests

Jim Gittelson reported a slight
increase in the number of students
matched up by the agency into carpools last fall. He noted an increase
in the number of requests last week
for information about the program.
To encourage mass transit programs. SJSU subsidizes 25 percent
of the county transit monthly flash
pass cost and passes can be purchased at the Associated Students
Business Office in the student
union, llxid said.
A monthly pass costs $22 and a
10-ride day pass is $12. The county transit express pass is discounted
to $25.
Students seeking more information about SJSU’s Alternative
Transportation Connection may
call 924 -RIDE.

Daily staff photographer

Wednesday at the Tower fountain to
share feelings about the Persian Gulf.

Dina Saba, a Palestinian -American
SJSU student with relatives in Israel
and other Middle Eastern countries said
that she was "devastated" when war
broke out but has found some solace at
the peace protests in front of the Federal Building on First Street.
"I don’t want to believe that it is
actually happening," said Saba, a
sophomore chemistry major. "But I
have to. All I listen to is the news....
God, all of the people who are going to
be affected by it."
Adina Friedman, an SJSU student
from Israel, has found some relief from
the stress by keeping in touch with her
family back home. Friedman said that
after watching the American news
media’s first harrowing accounts of
Iraqi missile attacks on Tel Aviv, she
was probably more worried than her
parents seemed back home.
If Friedman and Saba were to discuss the issues of the Middle East, they
would be unlikely to see eye -to -eye.
But the two students, in some ways,
have a great deal in common as they
both worry about their friends and family in the warring Middle East countries.
In fact, Friedman, a senior biology
major, has been spending more time with
Arab friends watching the news from the
gulf on the television in the lounge of the
SJSU International Center where she and
other foreign students live.
"It’s a unique experience letting a
Palestinian and an Israeli watch the
news together," Friedman said. But
"we’re all worried about it so we’re not
going to stop being friends."
Friedman, who speaks some Arabic,
has even been in touch with Arab
friends back home in Israel along with
her Jewish friends and family. She said

)10

she finds their accounts reassuring after
watching American news coverage.
"In the Middle East, we’re used to
living in the reality of war," Friedman
said.
The everyday "reality" is reflected in
the Israeli news media, according to
Friedman, which treats Arab-Israeli
violence as a common occurrence.
"Here (in the U.S.). it’s more of a
show," Friedman said.
Saba has not been in touch with her
relatives in the Middle East. though she
has been told that her cousins from the
suburbs of Tel Aviv are alright.
But she has enough to fear for her
own safety here in San Jose. She has
received threatening phone calls at the
Arab-American business organization
where she works. She worries that the
feelings that have led to the vandalism
of 12 Bay Area Arab-American businesses will eventually strike closer to
home, she said.
"With all of the hate crimes, a lot of
my relatives are afraid to admit that
they’re Arab -American," Saba said.
"This discrimination against us is going
to stick with me forever."
Before the spring semester started,
Saba had not personally taken the brunt
of any of the anger against Arab-Americans that the war has stirred up. An
outspoken member of the General
Union of Palestine Students and the
Arab Students Association, Saba still
proudly wears her "ketch", a traditional Palestinian shawl, around her neck.
Saba said, although she doesn’t condone the invasion of Kuwait, Palestinians have looked to Saddem Hussein as
any ally since 1982 when Iraq was the
first nation to recognize the Palestine
See STRESS, page 5

Inspiration carries
A.S. without leaders
By Brooke Biggs
Daily stall Wrier

Associated Students members
say the inspiration that AS. President Ameze Washington and last
year’s A.S. Vice President Jim
Walters left behind will guide the
group in their absence.
The first of the one-two punch
came Friday when Washington
was called to active duty in the Air
Force reserves. The second blow
was Walters’ death from complications due to AIDS.
But members of the A.S. said
that both men contributed a sense
of energy, dedication and spirit that
the organization will tap to keep
things running smoothly.
Washington, a non-commissioned officer, was called to active
duty on a less than 24-hour notice.
After rushed but emotional goodbyes by telephone with his directors and a meeting with SJSU President Gail Fullerton, Academic
Senate Chairman John Calm and
other A.S. members. Washington
headed for Travis Air Force Base
to await orders.

Although Walters lost a bid for
the A.S. presidency to Washington
last spring, his dedication to the
organization had him involved
with the A.S. last semester as a
mentor and "open ear" to his
friends on the staff.
"It was expected, but it still
shocked me. You can’t prepare
yourself for something like that"
Damian Trujillo, director of communications, said of Walters’
death,
The feeling was similar when
Washington left according to
Nicole Launder, director of personnel. "When the news came, it was
really the first time the war
touched me personally. It really hit
home," she said.
The realization that Washington
has left is a delicate one. Many of
the directors said they could almost
feel his presence on campus and in
the office. When they talk about
Washington, they are smiling at
memories of their friend one
furrowing
and
minute

HIlary Schafit

Peace
hopefuls

i)ady ceiS p’

Lil Silberstein deft) and .lan
Rose (right), of San Jose, hold
the Israeli Bag at Tuesday’s rally
in Mara Park in San Jose.

See MOOD, page 4

Earthquake damage causes building demolition
By Faye Wells
Special to the Daly

All morning the wreckers
pounded Moss Landing Laboratory’s Sea Water lbwer opening a
cavity three quarters of the way
around its concrete base.
The bulldozer pushed on its
solid side. At first the tower resist-

ed, but by 1:30 p.m. Ian. 25 it was
was rubble on the laboratory’s
earthquake damaged site.
Demolition is expected to finish this week as the sea wall went
down Jan. 28 and crews continucd pounding away at the foundation.
Moss landing started operations

in 1966 as a marine research center for the California State University. Fifty percent of its students
are from SJSU, said Laboratory
Director John Martin.
Researchers first functioned out
of a 1930s warehouse. Renovanons in 1984 added more laboratory and office space and the sea

water tower that fed the center’s
salt water aquaria, according to
Melanie Mayer, CSU Chancellor’s
office spokesperson and project
manager for the facility’s reconstruction.
Its damaged site is at the head
of Monterey Ocean Canyon, gniSee MOSS, page 4
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Forum- Opinions and Letters

EDITORIAL

Re-educating ourselves
normally don’t feel
Wecompelled to
acknowledge every
week dedicated to a particular
cause, but we all agree that the
month of February is exceptional.
African Awareness Month needs
to be recognized. Of all the
peoples that make up our motley
nation, no other has progressed
while encountering more
resistance than African Americans.
Their ancestors uprooted and
indentured to lifelong labor, they
were forced to invent a new
identity in a white man’s world.
Much of what we call American
culture is the product of
contributions African -Americans
have made since this nation’s
birth.
Jazz, the blues, rock n’ roll,
reggae, and, more recently, rap,
have all originated from the strong
black musical tradition that has
been renowned worldwide.
Black scholars such as W.E.B.
DuBois, Frederick Douglas, and
Martin Luther King Jr. have
inculcated anti -discriminatory
thought into the American

mainstream, revealing the true
meaning of justice and equal
rights to a complacent nation.
Racism and discrimination,
however, are not completely
bygones. Remnants of racism still
exist and must be met with disdain
and treated as vulgar.
We believe that attending the oncampus events during African
Awareness Month would be
educational for all of us. After all,
it is the uneducated mind that
retreats to convenient stereotypes
and racist tendencies.
Tij ntil recently, our
educational system has
downplayed or
downright ignored the role
African -Americans, as well as
other races, have had in shaping
our history. That means
generations of people were left in
the dark and led to believe the
minor role they have played.
We are calling for a re-education
of conventional wisdom and
encourage our readers to attend
some of the events, for their own
sake.

CAMPUS VOICE
NEHANDA IMARO

African Awareness Month
planner explains its history
The African Awareness Month Planning
Committee has been bringing the San Jose
State University and San Jose Community
quality programs and activities
representing the divers culture and history
of peoples of African descent for the past
six years.
Each year, for the entire month of
February, the committee has brought
traditional African dancers. jazz. reggae.
and rap artists.
In remembering and acknowledging
some of our great leaders of the past, we
featured renown lecturers as Dr. Na’im

His vision was so clear we have seen the
necessity to expand our programs to
celebrate the entire month and to include
all peoples of African descent, whether in
Africa. the Americas, the Caribbean, or
Europe.
His books include:
"The Education of the Negro Prior to
1861"
"A Century of Negro Migration"
"The Rural Negro"
"The Miseducation of the Negro"
"The Mind of the Negro"
"History of the Negro Church"

We do not expect mainstream educational
and media institutions to present and
portray our history for us. We realize for
400 years we have, in fact, been written out
of history.
Akbar. Kwame Ture, Dr. Jawanza
Kunjufu and J. California Cooper.
The African Awareness Month Planning
Committee has seen itself as the torch
bearers of the flame sparked by Carter G.
Woodson over 65 years ago.
In 1926. Dr. Woodson. a scholar and
lecturer, established "Negro History
Week." Woodson’s reason for choosing
this week was not arbitrary.
This time was designated as the closest
date to Frederick Douglas’ birthday, as
well as to honor and acknowledge the
"black freedom struggle."
Carter G. Woodson was for many years.
along with W.E.B. Dubois, the main voice
in "Black Historiography."
Dr. Woodson was a prolific writer, and
many of his books have become the
foundation upon which contemporary
historians have based their own research.
The African Awareness Month Planning
Committee is proud to continue the legacy
of one of our giant scholastic leaders.

"The African Background Outlined"
"The Negro and the History of the Negro
Church"
In line with our theme "Lifting as we
climb." we will continue to use this month
as a reminder of our responsibility to
uplift and educate ourselves in hopes that
we will soon see the necessity to
participate in shaping and celebrating our
history every day!
We do not expect mainstream
educational and media institutions to
present and portray our history for us.
We realize 400 years we have, in fact,
been written out of history.
The African Awareness Month Planning
Committee therefore calls on all of us to
recognize our proper responsibility and
encourage you to support all African
Awareness Month activities.
Nehanda Imam is chairperson QI the
African Awareness Planning Committee.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Cartoonist rebuffed
Editor,
I am writing to you (Raul Dominguez.
Spartan Daily political cartoonist) in
reaction to your work in the Spartan
Daily. Being an Israeli, I have been
going through difficult times over the
past few weeks, and found it even more
upsetting to be greeted, on the first day
of the new semester, with another one of
your anti-Israeli cartoons.
I realize everyone is entitled to his own
views. Nevertheless, since you are the
major (only?) cartoonist in the the only
campus daily paper. I feel your work is
biased, offensive and disturbing. There
is no justification for your deep dislike
toward Israel to be expressed so

War wounds
Editor,
Last night I cried. I found out my
niece’s husband. Steve. a Navy medic,
is in Saudi Arabia with a Marine unit.
Steve is not the first person I ha% e
known who is. or was, a Navy medic
serving with the Marines. Almost 25
years ago, a friend of mine. Mike, was a
medic in another war. Mike thought
being a Navy medic would be safe. He
did not know it is routine for them to
serve with the Marines.
Once Mike told me in a quiet voice.
the unit he served with was one of the
first to break into the besieged city of
Hue during the Tet offensive of ’68. On
the way to the city, his unit was trapped
on a road. North Vietnamese Army
units were on both sides in the brush.
The fighting was so intense jets had to
drop napalm on both sides of the road
while the marines tried to cover
themselves on the road.
My friend told me that sometimes
when he closed his eyes he could still
see and feel the intense heat of the
napalm.

frequently and in such disproportion.
Israel may be in the news headlines, for
whatever reason, wry often, but there is
much more going on in the world, and
even in those conflicts involving Israel
there is more than the one side you
present.
I suggest that if you want any
credibility as a political cartoonist, you
slightly broaden your political horizons
and stop picking on Israel way beyond
reason. Many Jewish. Israeli. and other
students, including me, find your work
extremely biased and disturbing.
Adina Friedman
Biology
Senior

exploded from the impact of a sniper
bullet.
Unlike another schoolmate, Mike
survived Vietnam. Mike was not
wounded physically. Still, he carries
many scars from the war. Now. Steve is
a medic with another front line Marine
unit in another Asian war. I ask myself,
I ask my President, I ask my God, how
can this be happening again?
How can we think we can make people
in a part of the world that thinks
different than we do, behave as we want
them to by killing scores of them’ We
are as powerless to control the Middle
East as we were to control Southeast
Asia. How can we have forgotten that?
How can we, the children of the
Vietnam War. he sending our own
children to die for a cause so dubious?
Steve is a great guy. He loves life. He
has two beautiful small children and a
winning smile. He loves to ride his
motorcycle. He tells a great joke and
will do anything for a friend in need.
4‘
Dear God, please bring Steve home. I
do not want to lose more friends for
nothing, for absolutely nothing.

On another occasion Mike told me
about talking to a friend before his head

Steve Sloan
Journalism & Mass Communications
Staff

Outrage over editorial
Editor.
I find it amusing that you are so
interested in the fact that more
Americans look to television than
newspapers for their news (Dec. 6,
1990 editorial, "TV’s ’Happy Talk’
news"). Especially since the Spartan
Daily is such a poor example of
what a newspaper should he.
It may not he that people are trying
to avoid thinking about the
situations around them, as you think.
lithe Spartan Daily is any example.
the television viewers got fed up
with OLD news. The Iraqi situation
is a prime example.
News that will be in the paper
tomorrow is worthless to someone
who just heard it on the radio, or
saw it on TV. If people arc really
interested, they will buy a paper to
read it in depth.
But heaven forbid that you pick up
the Daily, possibly the most inept
paper in the South Bay.
a front page story is
If we
continued elsewhere, we expect to
find it. At least once a week it
seems, the Daily either gives the
wrong page number, gives a page
that doesn’t even exist, forgets to
include the rest of the story, or gives
the wrong headline to the
continuation.
No wonder people are giving up on
the newspapers. Broadcast media is
instant, up-to-date. correct news. I
have yet to see Darr Rather tell me
he’ll he hack after a commercial
then disappear. If the Daily is any
example. we’re lucky if newspapers
can read or count.
Perhaps the Daily should look io
themselves, and then they can find
an answer to the problem. And don’t
be so pandering as to suggest a wide
variety of sources. CNN and KCBS
do just fine on their own.
see

Dave Lundy
AdminiAtration of Justice
Junior
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Fatalities
bring new
war reality
WASHINGTON (AP) The
first American deaths in ground
combat in the Persian Gulf are
heightening congressional debate
over President Bush’s ability to
sustain popular support for a long
and bloody land war.
Commenting as the deaths of 12
U.S. Marines in the initial Iraqi assault on the Saudi Arabian town of
Khafji were disclosed Wednesday,
some Democratic lawmakers said
Bush needs to do more to prepare
the public for the likely carnage
that full-scale ground fighting
could bring.
"I think we have expectations
that are unrealistic," said Rep. Les
Aspin, D-Wis., chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee. So far, he said, the war has
been "essentially devoid of casualties," creating "a standard impossible to match."
But House Speaker Thomas S.
Foley, D-Wash., said the public
has no illusions about the potential
human cost.
"I don’t think the country is
without realism on this. Any idea
that the war can somehow be costless ... is now gone," Foley said.
"People expect that it could be a
war that could produce much more
serious loss of life and casualties.’
Bush was silent on the deaths ot
the 12 Marines when he went to
Capitol Hill on Wednesday for a
brief speech.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor car also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m. The Daily’s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Oncampus interview orientation, 11 a.m., Student Union, Almaden Room, cat 924-6033.
SATURDAY
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION:

MONDAY
PHI KAPPA PHI HONOR SOCIETY: Free
hot lasagna lunch and speaker Resume
Building, 11 30 am -1pm, LDS Institute

PRE-SCHOOL & EXTENDED CARE PROGRAMS
2.5 years of age
Open 7:30 am - 6:00 pm
Full-time & Part-time
571 N. 3rd St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 286-1533
Lic. #430710143

is opening soon and is
NOW HIRING!
Openings exist in:

Food Service Managers
Bartenders
.Cooks/Preps
Wait Staff
Host/Hostess
Bus Persons
Cocktail Servers
’Cashiers
’Bouncers

Administration officials, meanwhile, went out of their way ti,
deny a rift between the president
and Secretary of State James A
Baker III. Fitzwater disclosed that
Bush had not seen in advance a
U.S.-Soviet statement, suggesting
a cease-fire, that Baker issued
shortly before the president delis ered his State of the Union address
Tuesday night.

We are looking for students with the
talent and winning attitude to be a part
of our team.
Come & join the hottest new club and
restaurant in the South Bay.
We offer competitive pay & benefits,
flexible schedules and advancement
opportunities.
part of our team.

The statement was widely interpreted as movement toward a new
peace overture to Iraq. Fitzwater
denied there was any policy
change or that the United States
had accepted a linkage of the war
to Israeli -Palestinian relations.

Seventh and San Fernando streets caii
227-9098
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Oncampus interview orientation 12 30 pm
S U Almaden Room. Co-op orientation
1 30 pm, SU Costanoan Room, Career
resource center tours. 2 00 p m, Business
Classroom 13, call 924-6033
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer and Meditation
for Peace, 1230 pm,Spartan Memorial
Chapel, call 298-0204
REENTRY
STUDENT
SUPPORT
GROUP: General meeting. 330 5 p.m
Administration Building Room 201, call 9245930
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: Student
art shows and openings. Lynn Powers; Bill
Spellmen, Steve Brown: Jeffrey Rossman,
James Bonacci and John Hylton. 10 am - 4
p.m Art Building and Industrial Studies
Building, call 924-4330

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
rj
Jim Walters, former Associated
Students vice president, died
Monday from AIDS.
LI
Touch-SJSU registration went better
than anticipated, according to Ed
Chambers of Admissions and
Records, but several aspects are
being reviewed for modification.
Li
Kristi Nowak, A.S. vice president
will take over as president in the
absence of Arneze Washington who
awaits (tither military orders.

Continued daytime highs
around 60 degrees, 30
percent chance of rain.

Monday’s forecast
Continued highs around
60 degrees, variable
cloudiness.
National

ELECTRICAL
DESIGN
ENGINEER
NEEDED

ASMATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD and the THEATRE ARTS/DANCE DEPARTMENT preset.

ONE NIGHT’ ONLYI

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2
8:00 pm
80CATED

Wavetek, a world
leader in the design
of precision electronic
test and measurement
instruments has an
entry level position for
an Electrical design
engineer.
Must have BSEE
with analog, digital,
and microprocessor
design experience.
Creative individual
who enjoys lab bench
work in a small R&D
environment

EWS-

& SAN CA11(5)

,
TICKETS
ADVANCE
$103STUDENTS AND SENIORS
S8CCIGENERAL

TERSI

AT THE OR
S9 00 STUDENTS AND SENIORS
S1000 GENERAL

NCE
Spellbinding. expressive.
the dancing was first rate."
The Villger

AtALABLE AT BASS OUTLETS
&AS BUSINESS OFFCE
(I ocoted in &ISU Student Union)
iftICED BY 1}( ASSOOARD 5111MS

Weather
Service

WAVETEK

SAN JOSE STATE S UNIVERSITY THEATRE

green hills pre-sclim,l,

PHANTOM/DINER 88

"He’s very saddened by any
casualties, and we certainly are
following this incident," was the
only comment from presidential
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater.

"Massive withdrawal is the was
for (Iraqi leader) Saddam Hussein
to get out of Kuwait," the spokesman said. "We’re anxious that no
one should think we’re altering
policy."

Celebration of Vietnamese New Year Show
630 - 11 pm Morris Daley Auditorium call
554-8652
SUNDAY
SAN JOSE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY:
Andean Music performed by Sukay using
authentic folk instruments. 7 p.m , First Unitarian Church 160 N Third Street, call 2865111
LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday
worship 10 a m Campus Christian Center
Chapel, 10th and San Carlos streets, call
298-0204
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Sunday masses 6 p m Campus Christian Center Chapel 8 pm St Joseph Cathedral,
First and Market streets call 298-0204

YesterDaily

Send resume
ASAP to:

FEATURING FRED MATHEWS & GARY MASTERS
WITn &EST ART ST LUCAS HOMING

oh-1-1118oz

0

C)P MOkE INFO. CAtt NE RAJ UNE 924-6201 r1

Bonnie Schultz
Wavetek
488 Tasman Drive
Sunnyvale, CA
94089

IT’S ON THE WAY

Applications taken from
I I am to 3 pm.
Almaden Plaza/Phantom Office
5353 Almaden Expressway *18
San Jose CA 95118(408) 448-6888

NO COVER!
NOW
OPEN!

CAMPUS FEST
’91

E.O.E.

TUESDAYS
College Night
75 Cocktails (You call it!)
$1.25 Longnecks

FREE 30 FT. BUFFET!

9ANCINJ
f:119
IISIC
Fernando at the Pavilion 293-9923
San
Carlos
&
S. 2ndvSt. between San

0 14
FUN
GAMES

CONTESTS

It
,wtt

See the
IBM PS/2
in action!
Prices start at $1,649 for a PS/2 with
Windows 3.0 and a color display
10 Configurations available
Easy -to-use preloaded software
from Microsoft
How’re you going to do it?
PS/2 it!
Where’re you going to see it’?
Spartan Campus Fest!

STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
Mon, Feb. 4
10am to 4pm

and

Tues, Feb. 5
9am to 1:30pm
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from the island site and moved a Moss Landing release issued Jan
them into the traitors now grouped 23.
in Salinas on the premises of the
Mayer said it has narrowed the
sites to four in the town of
Monterey
County
possible
Office
of
EducaFrom page
tion.
Moss Landing and has designated
ing researchers access to deep
"We’re still fully functional," a preferred location. She said the
water conditions 500 feet off
said Mayer. She said the laboratory CSU chancellor’s office would not
Melanie
Mayer
shore. Proximity to the town of
had 32 more students last fall than publicize exact locations because
cite reconstruction manager in spring, 1990.
Moss Landing made the island
negotiations have not begun.
facility easy to get to.
Research projects on hold after
Okerlund said a new facility is
When the Loma Prieta earth- where when the earthquake hit. He the earthquake are back in progress "a long way away." She and
quake struck on Oct. 17. 1989, it visited the next day and saw his thanks to a sea water system that Mayer estimate rebuilding will
caused $8,000,000 in damages and office was angled at 30 degrees feeds salt water aquaria, according take a minimum of three and permoved the entire facility 4.5 feet toward the ocean with the desk to Greg Caillet, a Moss Landing haps five years.
closer to the ocean, Mayer said.
rammed against the wall.
ichthyologist.
"It’s very frustrating not to get
"It’s a major loss because of the
"I probably would have been
"Boats run from the island for that structure up and operating,"
particular site." said Arlene Oker- killed had I been there," he said.
diving and fishing projects," he Okerlund said. "But in the meanlund, SJSU Academic Vice PresiThe sea tower that came down said.
time we have ongoing classes in
dent.
Jan. 25 was cracked.
Okerlund and Mayer said plans marine biology and research."
Martin was in a meeting elseLaboratory glass shattered in the are underway to rebuild on the
Other CSU schools that help run
front room.
mainland. Land purchase is in the Moss Landing are Stanislaus. FresThe library torqued. trapping hands of California’s General Ser- no, Sacramento. San Francisco and
people behind unopenable doors.
given her extra motivation to get
vices Administration, according to Hayward State Universities.
"We were kind of trapped in the
things on track this semester. "If
library," said Mary Yoklavich.
anything. Arneze’s leaving is
research associate. "We were
bringing the group tighter. The
trapped about 10 minutes. Students
emergency situation formed
found a sliding window to exit."
more of a bond between us."
Launder said, "Ameze has this
The main office buildings were
incredible energy and spirit and
leaning toward the sea. The facility
he instilled that in us. We just
Buy your Ilford film and paper now and save big!
was without gas, electricity and
want to finish what we started
water, said Mayer.
with him."
The Federal Emergency Relief
Washington’s name still hangs
Agency declared structures and
on the door of his A.S. office.
sites unsafe and provided trailors
"His door was always open and
for temporary housing of classes.
there were no boundaries. He
Prices go up
offices, laboratories and libraries.
wasn’t into any big power play.
said
Mayer.
2-9-91
That’s why things run so
smoothly. We fought over issues,
"CSU has been helpful to us. It
not over people."
has shown a commitment to
(Limited to stock on hand.)
Launder said she doesn’t
rebuilding the lab," Mayer added.
expect things be disrupted much.
Students and staff salvaged data.
"Its not fair to expect Kristi
books, equipment and specimens
(Nowak) to fill Ameze’s shoes.
481 S. 4th at. (One block south of Duncan Hall!) *275-9649
Things will certainly have a different rhythm, but each of us (in
the A.S.) walks to our own beat.
Somehow, it always comes
together in a symphony."
Launder said, "I hear Ameze’s
’
voice echoing, and I think that
Join_us at Radical Reality in welcoming
will carry us through."

MOSS

Jeanette Glicksman

Daily statt phologrpher

SJSU’s Moss Landing water tower was razed last week.

MOOD
From page!
their brows with concern for him
the next.
"I heard some people talking
behind me as I was walking to
class and one of them sounded
just like Ameze. I almost turned
around and said ’Hey Amezer
but then I realized, no, it couldn’t
be," said Lisa Desai, director of
intercultural affairs.
"I keep looking up (in the
office) expecting to see Ameze’s
head bobbing up and down
above the partitions. I miss hearing him sing and dance around."
said Launder.
In the wake of Walters’ death
and Washington’s deployment,
"things will go on as usual, but a
little piece of our hearts is missing," Don Brooks, director of
sponsored programs.
Walters capitalized on the
political and ethnic diversity of
the A.S. when he was vice president. according to Helen Woodhouse. A.S. executive secretary.
"He helped everyone commu-

nicate without hostility and got
things done," Woodhouse said.
Launder said that harmony
remains. "We come from all
walks of life, but the puzzle fits
together."
"There are many lessons to be
learned from Jim Walters," said
acting President Kristi Nowak.
"I’ll remember his determination. He knew what he wanted
and would do anything to
accomplish it."
The mood in the A.S. office is
distracted, according to Woodhouse. "Things like this really
shake your senses. Students gain
an awareness that things are transitory."
Bylaws and informal plans are
making the transition of power in
the organization smooth. Bylaws
dictate that the Nowak assume
the presidency in Washington’s
absence. But the impact of
Washington’s leadership style
will make the change mean
more.
"I always try to find a positive
in every negative," said Nowak.
who said the loss of Walters and
Washington’s departure have

‘CSII has been helpful
to us. It has shown a
commitment to rebuilding the lab.’

PHOTO STUDENTS

HURRY!

Di5eoi4hf Not,

’Let the Overwhelming Power of the Holy Spirit Move You"

Frontline Ministries and the
"70 X 7 Praise and Worship Band"
for a great time of praise and worship and the
challenging word of God.

Sketchy details given on shot-down U.S. plane
WASHINGTON (AP)
A
U.S. plane was shot down in the
war against Iraq. a Pentagon
source said Thursday.
The source declined to say
whether the aircraft went down in
Iraq or Kuwait, what type of craft
it was or when it went down. The
source, speaking on condition ot
anonymity, would not confirm reports that the craft was an EC130H Compass Call, an electronics
warfare plane.
Skip Toler of Columbia. S.C..
said his brother-in-law. Capt.
Dixon Lee Walters. 30, was reported missing in action at midmorning Thursday by the Pentagon.
The Pentagon told Walters’ wife
that his plane had been shot down
behind enemy lines, said Toler.
Walters. a career Air Force
man, has been a weapons officer
for several years aboard a Compass
Call, Toler said in an interview.

Walters, who was stationed at
Pensacola. Fla., saw action during
the U.S. invasion of Panama, said
Toler.
The EC-130 is an Air Force

k-’lELEE ’TONIGHT !
Friday Feb. 1
Duncan Hall Room 135
7:30 PM

plane that can be adapted to perform varied functions. One of
those is electronic jamming of an
enemy’s communications systems.
"’70 X 7 Praise and Worship Band"
on their present
"World Without Wells" tour.

EARN EXTRA CREDIT AS A TUTOR!
You can earn 1 - 3 units of credit
tutoring college-bound students
on SJSU campus.
Project Upward Bound
WLC #225
924-2567
924-2571

I IISToRY

GEOGRAPHY

THE OVERWHELMING RESPONSE TO OUR
30TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION HAS BEEN...

For More Information Call:
Campus Pastor
Gary Aldrin

REALITY

(415) 961-5781

1

Attention
San Jose State
students!

Looking for a class?
If so, West Valley College

has openings in:
Chemistry 5
Quantitative Analysis
Chemistry 1A

Chemistry 30A

General Chemistry

Fundamentals of Chemistry

Fundamentals of Chemistry

Chemistry 30B

Chemistry 1B
General Chemistry

Other classes are also open!

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA’

Call us!

298-3030

576 F Santa Clara
CIO

Birthday
Special

30( Pizza!

Buy any large pizza at regular price and
get a medium Original Style 1-ropping
pizza for just 304. Tax not included
Las Chancel
No coupon
fleCtSSaq
Just Ask!
MOO 10/
Melon100
Calm
116, Owe mania 00art
NM/ le a
co, Om .0, ma
Or
n /OM ass.
’3o

Good thru 2/8/91

Pam in

MeatZZa
Pizza Feast

$9?.

Order one medium MeatZZa Pizza FeJ,
for just $9.99 plus tax!
Gets 2nd for just $4 00 more!
No coupon
nessaq
ecJust Ask!

Course cost is only $5.00 per unit and many are transferable
to SJSU. Day, afternoon and evening classes are available
just a short drive away. Off campusclasses at many local high
schools are also open.
All classes start the week of February 4, so you still have time to
register. Call 741-2062 for information, or stop by and pick up a
class schedule.

WEST
- VALLEY
COLLICE

OW
PM=
Mit pram. ova a* NO NY
Noway C.0 ms
WYNN
Cs
61110 mon S
Wan c two UM
monlal i
Ow own ro
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Good thru 2/8/9_.1
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Stage set for instructors’ show

Rap group Quiz One
to play at Club Oasis

By Shellle Terry
Daily staff writer

Modem dancers are scheduled
to take the stage Saturday night at
8 p.m. in a one-show-only performance at the University Theatre.
Fred Mathews and Gary Masters, SJSU instructors who make
up Mathews-Masters/Dance, have
danced together since the early
1970s and will perform self-choreographed pieces as well as a
work by Jose Limon.
Also performing Saturday night
will be guest artist 78-year-old
Lucas Hoving. Hoving will perform a piece created by Remy
Charlip called "Growing Up In
Public." The solo piece, first performed in 1984, tells the story of
Hoving’s life as a dancer.
The primary artists, Mathews
and Masters, began their dancing
careers under different circumstances. While Masters began his
career at the early age of eight,
Mathews began dancing when he
was in college. Masters attributed
his early start to parents who allowed him the freedom to do what
he truly wanted.
The two met when training at
the Jose Limon Dance Company
and in 1976, they left to produce
their own company. Since then,
the two have performed throughout
the United States, Europe and Canada.
In the fall of 1989, Mathews
came to SJSU as associate professor of dance. Masters also came to
SJSU as a part-time instructor, but
commutes from San Jose to New
York where he acts as the Artistic

By Precy Corrects
Daily staff writer

Here’s quiz number one:
What’s the difference between
hip-hop and rap?
"Rap is more on the lines of
rhythm and blues," Tom
"Quiz" Witherspoon said, "I
view hip-hop as more of an art
form but it’s not really treated as
an art form."
Witherspoon, 19, has been
rapping for seven years, and has
several record EP’s; "You
Can’t Swing This," "Listen
Closely," "Score of the Metaphor," to name a few.
Being the lead vocalist for rap
group Quiz One, Witherspoon
says their purpose is to cultivate
hip-hop music.
’I’m not just kickin’ off
metaphorical solutions, I’m
stating the problem of what
we’re doing to each other."
His lyrics are a message of
poetry regarding the attitudes,
problems and struggles of the
community:
Afro-American
"Listen, I know my brothers
struggled and many died but,
this here ain’t your common
speech about black pride.
"Instead I wrote the song to
warn and awaken, before my
ebony family makes a fatal mistake back to slavery. Yeah,

Jeanette Glicksman Daily Staff Photographer

Fred Matthews (background) and Cary Masters rehearse for their Saturday night performance of
Mathews-Masters Dance. Both Mathews and Masters are SJSU dance professors.
jazz, requires the audience to participate in order to understand the
meaning of any particular piece.
"You have to contribute something yourself," Mathews said.
Tickets for Saturday night’s performance are available at BASS
outlets and the A.S. Business office in the Student Union.

Associate for the Limon Dance it seemed to be the next logical
Company.
transition for me." Mathews said
The two decided to come to of his move to SJSU. "Modem
SJSU to continue their dancing ca- dance has thrived since the 1930s
reers by not only performing, but in colleges and universities. It’s
also choreographing, producing our real desire to proliferate dance
and teaching.
in this area."
"I wanted to continue with my
Masters and Mathews believe
dance career and wanted to teach, that modem dance, unlike ballet or

STRESS
From page I
Liberation Organization.
"As Palestinian -Americans we
deplore any sort of occupation",
Saba said. "But it should be
resolved within the Arab countries."
Saba also sees U.S. involvement in the conflict as hypocritical. "If we are fighting for the liberation of Kuwait, we should be
fighting for the liberation of
Palestine," Saba said.
But Fnedman, a veteran of the
Israeli army, is unable to see the
conflict that way. Her native
country doesn’t have the option
of not involving itself in the conflict, even if its only involvement
is the absorbing of SCUD missile
attacks.
"If Saddem stays, he’s always
going to be a visible threat to us,"
Friedman said. "It’s a question of
now or later"
Friedman came to the U.S. in
1987 at the beginning of the intifa-

da, the uprising of Palestinians in
Israel’s occupied territories.
And as Israel was trying to
defend itself physically. Friedman
saw more American opinions
turn against her country and
attack it verbally.
So Friedman tried to better
prepare herself for the intellectual
self-defense she had to practice
more and more often. "I decided
it wa.s better to know what I was
talking about than just sit and cry
like I used to do."
Now she has taken enough
political science classes dealing
with foreign policy and the Middle East that she is thinking about
declaring political science as a
second major.
As to whether or not Israel
should retaliate for the Iraqi
attacks against it, Friedman still
has no answers. "I don’t know,"
she said. "Israel could probably
win a war (against Iraq), but in a
way it would be bad because Iraq
would get what it wants as far as
getting Israel involved."

Friedman said she feels the
American media usually does not
present Israel’s side of the conflict with the Arab world and is
biased towards the Palestinians.
But the war has, at least temporarily, changed that.
"Now Israel is the victim for
the past few days." Friedman
said. "So now (the Palesti;.i.ins)
will feel misrepresented."
Saba was educated about the
Middle East by her father, who
she said was forced out of Israel
in 1948. saw friends shot by
Israeli soldiers and. as a refuge,
walked 37 hours straight through
the Libyan Desert without food
Or water.
She said she worries that her
people may soon become victims
in the U.S. and that the FBI and
the news media are encouraging
discrimination against ArabAmencans.
"It’s giving everyone else a
justification (to discriminate)
because the FBI is interrogating
Arab-Americans." Saha said.

that’s right, owned by another
man. Damn can’t you understand that your harming your
brother man."
"I’m a realist," Witherspoon
said. "I’m not here to help everybody, I’m just trying to make
good solid music and if I can
help somebody with it, I’ll be
happy."
Quiz One hopes to soon come
out with an album and has three
prospective recording labels that
are interested, but haven’t made
any promises.
Quiz One has some SJSU students in their band. Producer,
Christopher Manak, 21, is a
business marketing major and
executive producer, George
Headley, 22. is majoring in
public relations. Kim Collett.
25, is an SJSU graduate in
radio, TV, and film.
Quiz One will be performing
at Club Oasis on Sunday at 9
p.m. along with four other
bands APG Crew, Light Side.
Red, Black & Green and 10
Base-T as part of Club Oasis’s
regular funk, R & B and rap format.
Quiz One will be performing
four songs and one freestyle
where "Quiz" will be showing
off his lyrical skills accompanied by an instrumental record.

Bowser and boys are back

"We’re not learning from our
mistakes," Saba said. It’s "like
what we did with Japanese Americans in World War II."
Saba added that the press coverage of the war is "sad because
the news media is not covering
the tragedy that is happening in
Iraq. What about these hundreds
who have died in Iraq?"
At a forum on the Middle East,
several months ago. Saba spoke
angrily about Israeli treatment of
Palestinians.
But now, as she expresses her
feelings about the Misdflle East,
her tone is much mote even.
"I think it is because I’m
depressed." Saba said. "It’s been
very difficult for me. Emotionally
I’ve been running around in circles."
"As a Palestinian -American
and an Arab -American, I am
caught between the two nations. It
is like my own brother killing my
mom or something. As an ArabAmencan. That’s how I feel."

Associated Press

Sha Na Na started in 1969,
when pop music was earnest, and
nostalgia for good-time, greaser,
1950s music was not yet prevalent.
And Sha Na Na continues touring
and performing, with nostalgia all
around. It has cut its first album in
a decade, "Sha Na Na," on Gold
Castle Records.
The album begins with "Na Na
Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye," a
1969 hit from Steam, and side two
begins with "Love Potion No. 9,"
a 1964 hit from the Searchers.
Singer-pianist Screa.mia’
Symon says, "We’re the old kids
... In the alley," finishes
drummer Jocko Marcellino.
"We tried to create an album the
kids would like," Scott says. "In
our entire career, we send an
album to a radio station. If we’re
authentic to the older sound, they
say they’ll play the original. If we
do originals, they say we’re supposed to do classics."
"We’re taking a new dance beat
and putting the don wop vocals
we’re known for," on the new

album. Jocko says.
"We’ve had 25 different Sha Na
Nas over the years," says Jocko.
"We started around the Columbia
University campus. We’d have a
two-week hiatus when we couldn’t
take gigs during exam time. We
couldn’t take classes on Friday or
Monday. We did grease under the
stars, had an engagement at
Fillmore East and Steve Paul’s
Scene, a rock club in 1969. We
were at Woodstock.
"Shortly thereafter, we said,
’Who wants to really do this?’
It was. beyond ’beg a college’
fun thing. That’s when Scott and
Lennie came in. Five of the nine
on stage still rocking away are still
there 21 years later." Sha Na Na
introduces its members by their
first names.
One difference now, Jocko says,
is that they’re better musicians.
They had a TV show for four seasons, 1977-80. "We recorded all
the music, 230 songs a season. We
got better as we kept doing it. We
were going like madmen. We settled down, learned a lot."
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Spartans and Dons go at it
with home-and -home series

Words to live by

hh.lhVih

By Jim Johnson
The Spartans, of course, lost
Daily staff writer
slugger Jeff Ball and speedster Eric
When the SJSU baseball team Booker. Both were drafted by promakes its season debut tomorrow fessional organizations.
against the University of San FranThe absence of these players has
cisco, the Spartans will be facing a forced both teams to go to more of
team much like themselves.
an execution-oriented offensive atSJSU begins its 1991 baseball tack. Each will rely on speed and
season with the opener of a two- timely hitting instead of waiting
game
home-and-home
series for the proverbial three-run homer.
against the Dons at Municipal StaUSF "lost (its) two big power
dium at 1 p.m. The Spartans then hitters so they’ll probably run a lot
travel to San Francisco for the sec- and hit-and-run a lot," Spartan
ond game on Sunday at 1 p.m.
head coach Sam Piraro said.
Like the Spartans, the Dons lost "They’ll try to manufacture runs,
two of their top hitters from last a lot like us. The most critical
year in outfielder Arnie Sambel thing is to remove their leadoff hitand infielder Brian Dakin. Sambel ter every inning. If you can do
and Dakin combined to slam 27 that, you limit what the other team
home runs for USF last season.
can do."
Dons head coach Ken Bowman
will depend on a select group of reSJSU Spartans Baseball Roster 1991
turning regular players from a year
ago. They include; senior pitcherBIT HT WTYREXP
Name
Pitchers III)
outfielder Ted Langowski (.319
0.30
230 SR 30
6.2
32 Pri 0.R.,,O
0.15
batting average, 55 runs batted in),
21 Ark *#,*S
1
170 SR II/
Ion
01
220 .15 JO
25 51/aven Bee
sophomore outfielder Tom Hinton
II /4/1164/rniA
Rn
41
195 JR X
RIM
510 115 JA JO
I Ankny ChavA
(.286), senior outfielder Dusty
170 JA X
40
12 W. 001060
LA
05
215 SR 20
41
015
’R M"’’
Steenvoorde (.252) and senior
511
165 FR PIS
UI.
2 Jonaban Lawns
33 In. LJA43,1
0.15
03
105 SR 11
catcher
John Zachos (.246).
43
195
511
20
35 Cnna YAM
FR NS
LA.
510 140
Meanwhile, the Spartans will
30 514/5 Redml
RIM
ISO SO IV
40
37 We Raw,’
also lean on an experienced core of
LA
52
190 SR 30
23 Donne Rom
Rn
153
100 SR 151
30 61.6112.09r59
returning performers. Senior short530
152
110 FR NS
26 04,55.0.
CAILA014 (41
stop Steve Anderson (.22) a year
RIM
00
110 FR HS
1 Some 15.5.,A.
ago) moves into the leadoff spot,
10 r..66.666 No.
IVA
511
195 FR MS
II
Do. Anon,/
AR
52
195 SR 10
while seniors Jorge Mora (.282)
117 FR MI
01
16.461 0.510010
RA
Inlooklor (9)
and Ken Henderson (.284, 34 RBI)
17 06911 NAAR.
FUR
HI
145
52
165 3M av
S149 ARAAon
LA
will solidify the SJSU outfield.
A/R
5.11 210 FM RI
14 134n Soom
Transfer Matt Nuez is expected
244o1 ONA/
LA.
01
190 SO IV
9 0443 WARY
RA
01
140 P X
to inject some much needed power
13 Crop JA069
RA
01
ISO sa IV
IV
6 Yam 015en
SA
510 170 P
into the lineup from the designated
RA
6.0
165
IS Onnel SA.
1.0
54
203
36 9191.5 3001.61co
hitter position.
Outf ielelor (I)
4 Jaw, Skim
L’S
510 175 JR
Such an offensive philosophy
LIP
510 10 FR
3 0.5900.0045
RA
511
200 JR
40 Pow D.E.A.:,
will naturally depend on the effec02
190 SR
LA.
24 1441, ....an
tiveness of both teams’ pitching
10 0641 tam
0.
01
197 30
IS Jags Mao
RAI
5.2
160 SR
staffs.
51011449.
21
RA
5.10 160 A
41
195 JA
1326444 Vdcr
RA
For the Spartans, senior hurler
NW CARA II Sam IN6/ ,F.111,
Chris Martin will take the mound
1141300. 20Scan MAW 11511, VAC
31 lcen Aure ,FA49.163,1
on Saturday. Martin, who com0445 Adels.an. 27 ,o041 Esp., Lea.
piled a 7-1 record with a 3.99 ERA
1,00 1165.3 4)11
1/ Bp AAA 001940/N
last year, is seen as a key to the

success of the pitching staff this
season.
"If this team has a strength it
would probably be pitching,"
Spartan pitching coach Tom Kunis
said. "We expect (senior righty
Mark) Ringkamp to have a good
year. The key to our pitching
staff’s depth is how well Chris can
regain his form from two years
ago."
Martin had an outstanding sophomore season in 1989, going 8-2
with a 3.46 ERA.
Opposing Martin for USF on
Saturday will probably be Langowski, according to Piraro. The
left-hander compiled a 4-4 record
with a 4.30 ERA.
"He’s been tough on us in the
past," Piraro said. "He’s beaten
some top teams, like Pepperdine
and Loyola-Marymount."
The SJSU-USF baseball series
has historically been highly competitive, Piraro said.
"Traditionally, there have been
some great games between these
two schools. I expect more of the
same this weekend. It’s a great rivalry."
In the schools’ three-game series
last year. two were decided by one
run. USF won the opener by a 9-8
margin, busting up an eight -game
Spartan win streak and handing
them their second loss of the season.
SJSU got even by taking the second game from the Dons, 5-4, in
the midst of what would turn out to
be a 16-game winning streak. The
Spartans then won the rubber
match 12-7.
SJSU finished the season 9-12 in
the Big West Conference and 4317 overall. USF ended the year at
7-27 in the West Coast Conference
and 14-39-1 overall.

Ken Wong Daily stall

Anthony Hendrix, age 9, gets an autograph from SJSU head football coach Terry Shea at last
Saturday’s East-West Shrine football game held annually at Stanford University. Shea was selected as a coach on the West team when Bill McCartney, head coach of Colorado University,
injured his back while at the airport and returned home for medical attention.

Banks puts on a show for the stars
By Paul Wheaton
Special to the Daily
There were many stars Wednesday in the Event Center. but Freddie Banks outshone them all
Banks led the San Jose Jammers
to a 127-117 victory over the Pensacola Tornados in a star-studded
evening.
Los Angeles Laker General
Manager Jerry West scouted the
game while former NBA great
Rick Barry watched his son

Scooter play for the Jammers
Professional and college players
and UNLV head coach Jerry Tarkanian made an appearance.
But it was the ex-Runnin’
Rebel, Banks, who earned the
spotlight. He scored 29 points to
lead the Jammers (12-22).
guys figured, once I
My
started hitting, to set some screens
km- me and all I did was catch and
shoot," Banks said.
Banks had IS points in the

SJSU looking for winning season from 1991 roster
By Jack Trageser
Deily staff writer
For the SJSU baseball team of
1991 to succeed, it must play
sound defense, execute on offense
and above all, not beat itself, head
coach Sam Piraro said.
The Spartans ’need to play mistake-free baseball." he said.
Ranked seventh in the eight
team Big West Conference in recent polls. the team is about to embark upon a season filled with
questions that need answering.
Having lost two of last year’s
stars ( Eric Rooker and Jeff Ball) to
the draft and Big West ERA king
Rob Andrankm to a freak injury.
Piraro is forced to all on some
players to base unprecedented
good seasons.
The following is the starting
lineup he plans to field opening
day Saturday against the University of San Francisco at Municipal
Stadium
Catcher: Senior Charlie Havel
will start behind the plate. hut is
expected to share time with Mike
Kostainsek. a 6-1 freshman, over
the course of the season.
Havel is a good defensive
catcher, described by Piraro as
"solid, hut not great." Dam: Jennings. projected as backup catcher
in the media guide. dropped to
third string after breaking his
wrist.
First Base: Dave Alexander, a
c ins cried third baseman, will start
in his first season with the team.
lie will he counted on to drive in

runs, and is recognized as the
leader of the infield. Jason Drotar,
a sophomore who played sparingly
last year, will back up Alexander.
Second Base: Mark O’Brien. a
prototypically scrappy, hard-nosed
middle infielder, is making his
debut on the team as the starting
second baseman. He should provide excellent defense and steal
some bases. Dave Dzierski. a utility infielder with good speed. will
play behind O’Brien
Third Base: Starting at third
will be senior Craig Jacobs, a convened shortstop and one of the
team’s best clutch hitters. Gene
Bower, who started in most of the
fall pratice games, is expected to
see plenty of action at the hot corner as a freshman.
Shortstop: One of the keys to
SJSU’s success this year is thc play
of senior Steve Anderson, both on
the field and at the plate. At the
Big West media day in Costa
Mesa. Piraro said "I’m counting
on (Anderson) to have a great
year."
In response to the high expectations of him this season. Anderson
said he’s as mentally prepared as
he can be.
"I know the team needs me, but
I try to relax and have fun." he
said. "The physical part will
come."
The speedy senior shortstop will
hat leadoff this year. although he’s
a career .234 hitter. He is confident about his hitting ability,
though, despite his past totals.

Elm About Government Hypocrisy
"Two518551
thumbs
up."
&EBERT

Anderson hit .302 his first year,
and Piraro is counting on him to regain that form.
Outfield: On opening day Jason
Bugg will start in left field, Jorge
Mora in center and Ken Henderson
in right. But Matt Winton, who Pirelli says is the team’s best defensive outfielder, will also get
plenty of playing time in center.
Piraro said the outfield is subject to
change.
Henderson. however, needs to
he rock -solid and have his hest
year as a senior for the Spartans to
do well this year. Piraro said. The
strong-armed outfielder is counted
on to help fill the offensive void
left by Ball and Booker.
"I like pressure .. to get the
clutch hit, 401 mkt imike 114. year."
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Piraro said that SJSU has to play
up to and maybe beyond its capabilities to compete in the Big West
Conference. The Spartans strong
cohesiveness must bond them into
an efficient, if not spectacular,
baseball machine.
"This team’s togetherness is the
hest since I’ve been here. said
lienderson, a fourth year senior.

After he reflected on his glory
days. Banks couldn’t help hut hope
the future could be bright.
"I definitely want to play in the
NBA." he said

CAMPUS MINISTRY
SUNDAY SERVICES
pm Catholic Mass
8:00 pm Catholic Mass
cot st Joseph s Cathedral)
Taize worship every 4th Frida/y j
s.i"at 7:00 pm
i../
300 S 10th Street
41.
298-0204
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Mandann & Szechuan
Box Lunches To Go
Open Daily
Lunch and Dinner
ii 30 9 00pm
Catering Available
11,,ect Mondays
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E Jackson Sircci
6
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"A BRILLIANT THRILLER!"
Peter Travers ROLLING STOW

A TRUE ORIGINALA BRASH, FLAMBOYANT
LITTLE THRILLER...A CELEBRATION OF THE
ART OF MOVIEMAKING."
Glenn Lovell SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS

Hidden
Agenda

ninth. Chavez will get the hull.
maybe in the eighth."

6:00

"SO GOOD ONE
LEAVES THE THEATRE
ON A SPELLBOUND
HIGH!"

Or"

liarrs VI LULU, VOICE

Eastman

Henderson said "If I can do those
things the numbers will come "
Designated Hitter: Several
players will see time as the DIE
hut transfer Matt Nue., is slated to
start Saturday. Nue/ will also play
outfield and is expected to drive in
runs.
Pitchers: The loss of Andrankin
indefinitely has put a greater burden on Chris Martin. Martin will
be the number two starter and take
the hill in the opener. although
Mark Ringkamp is the ace of the
staff. Piraro is saving Ringkamp.
his strikeout pitcher, for the
smaller hitter’s park at UM’ the
next day.
the team’s C 14 /SC I. Is
Chavez, a junior righthander
rani said. "if we’re winning in 0,

fourth quarter to help the Jammers
outscore Pensacola by 19 points in
the final period.
Banks showed the shooting
touch that made hint the third highest career scoring leader while
playing at UNLV from 1983-87.
"I like to win." Banks said. "I
hate to lose. Coming from UNLV
you get used to winning."
Banks didn’t lie. UNLV compiled a 127-17 mark during his
four years there and won 37 of 39
games during his senior year. But
one of those two losses came in the
Final Four against Indiana.
The current Rebels are doing
e%en better. The defending national champions had a perfect record entering Thursday night’s
game with SJSU. Results were unavailable at press time.
Banks sees a possible l’NI.V repeat. He sees many similarities between the Runnin Rebels of 19861987 and the present team.
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Communicate in Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
.Even Copy From Slides1

kinkois.

the copy center
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
295 4336
210 S. Third St
Sin Jose, CA 94112
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you need to establish credit but because you’re a
student you can’t get credit from most banks until
you have established credit so you need to establish
credit but because you’re a student you can’t get
credit from most banks until you have established
credit so you need to establish credit but because
you’re a student you can’t get credit from most
banks until you have established credit so you need
to establish credit but because you’re a student you
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need to establish credit but because you’re a student
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NO CATCH.
It’s easy to apply for a Citibank Visa or MasterCard
To find out how, lust turn the page 0.

Or call 1-800-847-4477 to apply now.
Sophomores. Juniors. Seniors
and Graduate Students are eligible’

Select One: Citibank Classic
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The easiest credit a student can get.
As a student, you probably want to
establish credit for the future. That’s
why, unlike most other banks, Citibank
has made it easy to apply for a Visa or
MasterCard.
You don’t even need your parents to
co-sign. All you need is a photocopy of
your current validated student I.D.
And once you
become a
Citibank

ciplyyssic-P
gt3t 2-36

cardmember, you can use your Citibank
card at over 76 million establishments and
get cash anytime at over 51,000 Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) worldwide.
What’s more, Citibank offers 24-hour
customer service, 7 days a week. So you
can always reach us whenever you need us.
While other banks give you the runaround, Citibank believes you should
spend your time reading Catch 22.
Not living it.
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To apply by phone, call

C

C sr teinfort

VISA

1-800-847-4477
To apply by mail:

We encourage you to understand some important
information about Citibank Classic cards

I Fill out the application and tear it off.
2 Photocopy (both sides) of your current
validated student ID or your tuition bill for
the current semester
3 Put everything in an envelope addressed to
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.
Citicorp Credit Service, Inc. (MD)
P.O. Box 8000
One Citicorp Drive
Hagerstown, Maryland 21741-8000

ate F’.tyttieilt fel
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Seal the envelope Put a stamp on it Mail it
And we’ll process your application
promptly

CITIBANCO

sto

the information about the costs of the card described 01 (hr. application is
!natio,, may have changed after
accurate as. of December 1990 This t,on
that date To fond out what may have changed vvrote to Cirthank (South
DakOldj N A PO Box 6035. Hagerstown MD 21741

